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Shout out to my original much-loved (but not terribly well-mannered) 
human wolf pack who inspired the Wolf Pack Guide Book Series: 

Jenn, Morris, Alan, and Ben.   
Also to “The Werewolf”~ 

Love you all!  
Awwwwooooooooooooooooooo! 

  



 
 

 

Praise for The Wolf Pack Guide to Dog Training 

~It is with great pleasure that I submit…our positive review of The Wolf Pack Guide to Dog 
Training:  (It was) an enriching,  positive  bonding experience for our entire family of four 
(2 parents and two daughters ages 11 years & 13 years old) with our newly rescued 
German shepherd  named ‘MAX.’ When we used Cat Spydell’s The Wolf Pack Guide to Dog 
Training techniques, (they were) simple (and) all our family quickly understood and 
implemented the techniques with astoundingly effective results. (The results were) 
especially notable given our dog was a newly rescued 3 ½ year old German shepherd.  Our 
dog ‘MAX’ still positively responds when we use ‘wolf pack’ training techniques in new (or) 
previously encountered situations. We enthusiastically recommend using The Wolf Pack 
Guide to Dog Training for a simply positive and effective training experience!   

  

—Laura C. and family 

_________________________________  

~That (training advice) you shared with me from The Wolf Pack Guide to Dog Training is 
amazing!! I use it everywhere now! (Buddy is) already a more grateful dog! You are a 
genius!!!!   

—Susan D. 

  



 
 

 

A Note from Author Cat Spydell 

I am excited to offer The Wolf Pack Guide to Dog Training eBook to anyone who needs dog 
training guidance, FREE! The Wolf Pack Guide to Dog Training offers effective and easy tips 
for dog training. Learn to create an amazing canine companion, a dog that will be welcome 
anywhere, without using ineffective techniques common in today's dog training world. 

That's right: Teach your dog how to become the perfect canine companion, for free! The 
Wolf Pack Guide to Dog Training is easy to understand. Better yet, the program is avoids 
typical entrapments and training aids used by most dog trainers. 

The Wolf Pack Guide to Dog Training recommends: 

* NO Treats  

* NO Harsh commands  

*NO Poking collars  

*NO Clickers  

*NO Puppy ‘training’  

*NO Physical negative reinforcement 

You and your dog will become a relaxed and happy duo using the simple suggestions 
outlined in the book. Once you learn to master the techniques, you will wonder why you 
ever paid for an expensive puppy training class or an in-home trainer! 

Why am I offering my book, based on decades of experience in animal and dog rescue, for 
free? Because happy dogs make happy owners. A few ‘bad’ dogs give all dogs a bad name. 
My goal is to create harmony between society and canines so that dogs are more welcome 
to go wherever their humans go. 

It's that simple! 

PS: Follow ‘wolf pack’ tips and tricks, and watch for the upcoming print version of The Wolf Pack 

Guide to Dog Training on Facebook!  

https://www.facebook.com/TheWolfPackGuideToDogTraining 

~Cat Spydell 
Animal Communicator and Author 



                                                          COMING SOON! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A memoir about life on the road with a peacock, by Cat Spydell 

Meet Rad the Peacock! Rad is a rescue peacock that lives with our family. Rad goes on road 

trips as an education bird and as a music aficionado as he follows several bands (with his 

human parents, a polar bear dog, and a feral kitten) to various shows in a schoolbus RV! 

Follow #radthepeacock online on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter (cuz he likes to tweet!) 
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    INTRODUCTION  

     So you found this book called The Wolf Pack Guide to Dog Training and took a peek. 
Thank you for checking it out! The Wolf Pack Guide to Dog Training is not a book about 
sports teams, and has nothing to do with training actual wolves, but it is a simple-to-
understand dog training book about being the leader in the dog/human relationship so 
your dog knows the boundaries expected of him or her, and respects you as the 
commander-in-chief, so to speak.  

     Dogs are amazing beings. As an animal rescuer who has dealt with more types of animals 
than I could quickly name, I have found dogs to be the most loyal, easiest to work with, 
most protective, and also sometimes the funniest, silliest, stealthiest, and sweetest animals 
on the planet. Dogs rock! 

     But dogs sometimes behave in a way that cause the owner grief. Here is the reason for 
that, and it may be something you probably haven't thought much about. You probably 
know that left to their own instincts, dogs group themselves in packs, like their ancestor, 
the wolf. If you own a dog, you are already in a relationship that is akin to the relationships 
found in a wolf pack. Wolves have a hierarchy of position, or rank, within the pack: alpha 
members are the leaders, beta members support the leaders closely, and omega members 
follow the lead of the more alpha members in the pack for their survival. Your dog should 
always be the omega, or lowest ranking member, of your human/canine pack, and you 
should be alpha, above your dog. Being alpha does not mean that you can randomly boss 
your dog around. What is means is, you lead in a way that shows the best interest for the 
survival of the pack. Just as you lead to care for your family or lead to manage your own life. 
You do it for the dog as well, without over-spoiling, indulging, or allowing behaviors that 
displease you to occur from your canine pack members.  

     The Wolf Pack Guide to Dog Training creates a transcendent animal-human relationship 
of understanding without language. This communication becomes so established using 
simple techniques that soon words are no longer needed. The dog and his human become 
‘one’ and understand each other in ways that transcend not only words, but any ‘tools’. 
Therefore, you will not be required to purchase a clicker, buy expensive dog treats, 
purchase shocking bark collars, or rely on any of the tools many trainers rely on in their 
quest to master the dog/human relationship. 

          Because in The Wolf Pack Guide to Dog Training, mastering is not the goal. Perfect co-
existence is the goal, much as it would be in a wolf pack. Wolves are solitary at times, but as 
a pack, they have benefits that are similar to the dog/human pack. The hierarchy for wolves 
is of course the alpha wolf, or alpha couple. In your home, you and your spouse, if you have 
one, should be the alpha couple. Your next-in-line responsible roommate or older child can 
also be the second alpha (Note: The alpha couple can be same-sex, this status is about being 
a team, not a couple). Beta wolves are next in line. They are second-in-command to the  



 
 

alpha couple. Do you want your dog to be second-in-command over your toddler? Of course 
not. Omega wolves are the wolves that are the least successful in the pack. The omega wolf 
has a role, and it is to instigate play to relieve tension in the pack. Now doesn’t that sound 
like the perfect thing for your dog to be, the omega dog who grabs a ball and asks the other 
pack members if they want to go outside and play?  

     Pack benefits include safety in numbers, protection, devotion, and remember, wolves 
follow a complex group hierarchy. Guess what? So do you, in your pack, with your dog and 
the people you live with. The dog in the home never gets to be alpha, because dogs just 
don’t need that kind of responsibility. 

  



 
 

 

 HOW TO USE THE WOLF PACK GUIDE TO DOG TRAINING   

     If you are in ‘emergency mode’’ and want to ‘cut to the chase,’ skip (for now) the discussion parts 

and go right to the lessons. If you need immediate answers, jump down to the LESSONS portion of 

this book and start reading.  

     Look for this paw print symbol and just read those sections and apply it to your dog’s 

training right now.  

 

     The lessons will work! Immediately! You can come back and read the rest of the book 

once your dog is already well-behaved to understand how and why it happened. 

     If you are interested in knowing why these techniques work, and if your dog is not 

causing you too much stress in general, then read through the entire book and take notes in 

your recommended dog training journal, and learn the entire process and theory behind 

The Wolf Pack Guide to Dog Training.  

     Whatever method you decide, remember to stay calm around your dog. Adhere to the 

old adage ‘Never let them see you sweat.’ Dogs know when you are stressed out. A dog that 

wants to be alpha to you even knows how to make you stress out. The Wolf Pack Guide to 

Dog Training tips and techniques will ensure that you and your dog find a common bond 

and create a peaceful co-existence and wonderful relationship for years to come! 

  



 
 

 

YOUR PACK 

Being Alpha Dog (Regardless of Ownership) 

 
Question: WHO IS IN MY DOG’S PACK? 

Answer: EVERYONE WHO LIVES IN YOUR HOME.  

Period.   

     Whether the resident is 6 months old or 95 years old, the family dog must learn the 
proper way to interact with every pack member, and every human in the home must show 
the dog what the expectations are. (Note: Parents of small children will show the dog how 
to treat young children until they are old enough to take control of the family dog).  

     Recently I discussed some bad dog behavior a client was having with the dog living in 
her home. I asked her why she doesn’t show the dog the behavior she expects when the dog 
sits on my client’s off-limits antique sofa (that the dog knows she isn’t allowed on, 
according to my client). My client said, ‘because the dog belongs to my live-in boyfriend. I 
tell him to tell her ‘no’, but he doesn’t listen.’  Suddenly, the boyfriend is the badly behaved 
one, not the dog, because he ‘owns’ the dog! My poor client ends up yelling at the dog every 
day instead of taking charge of the situation.  

     In her case, I recommended that she keep a slip-knotted rope on hand. When the dog 
disobeys and sits on her sofa, she is to go over to the dog, calmly slip the rope over the 
dog’s neck, tell her ‘no’ one time, and remove her from the couch. The dog will learn that 
my client is the boss and soon respond to the ‘no’ or other negative command, because 
whoever holds the rope on a dog, is alpha by default! It is important to realize:  Each 
individual resident must forge their own relationship with each dog that lives in the home, 
regardless of who owns the dog. That is how a pack operates. Paperwork regarding 
ownership is irrelevant, at least to the dog!  

     The dog that lives in your home is your problem if it is a badly behaved dog. It is badly 
behaved only because it is in a pack where no one claims leadership, or the leader does not 
enforce good behavior with the dog in its relations to other pack members, the other 
residents in the home. (More on this variable later). It is up to each individual to claim 
alpha status to keep the dog omega, or on the bottom rung of the social hierarchy, 
regardless of how many different personalities live in the home (pack!).  

     If you are experiencing any of the following miscreant behaviors from your dog, your 
dog is alpha over you, or a beta pack member vying for alpha position. If your dog is going 
after humans or other pets in the home, nipping or biting, growling, showing teeth, 



 
 

showing dominance over family members, being ‘bossy,’ etc., you have a dog who thinks he 
or she is in control over the humans.  

     If you have experienced any of the those behaviors from your dog, it is time to remind 
your dog that being omega in the pack is a happy place to be. The omega pack member just 
sort of follows along, doesn't have to make decisions, and doesn't have to rally to gain 
recognition of rank from other members.   

     The Wolf Pack Guide to Dog Training will address the concerns of having an alpha-vying 
dog, and also show you how to train a dog basic commands in a quiet, confident way. 

     Since you are reading The Wolf Pack Guide to Dog Training, you probably have a beta dog 
that may believe it is alpha.  

     Using simple techniques, it is time to change your dog's thinking using the simple 
techniques outlined in the book to quiet your dog's mind and allow your dog to enjoy life 
without the stress of having to feel like he or she is 'in charge'. 

  



 
 

 

    QUICK SOLUTIONS  

     The quickest and easiest way to maintain alpha status over any dog is to place a slip-
knotted rope around a dog’s neck and calmly but physically remove the dog from whatever 
situation the dog is in that is not a desired behavior. Another way to maintain control and 
stop an undesired behavior is to ‘tap’ your dog gently with your fingertips to remind him or 
her that the behavior is not allowed, keeping in mind that dogs mouth each other to 
reprimand one another and show they dislike a situation, without actually biting one 
another. That is the function of ‘dog tapping.’ Dog tapping is not something you want to do 
instead of dealing with a situation, but it works well for unusual circumstances to remind 
your dog of the rules in a new situation.  

     For example, my dog Drinian sustained an injury in the desert on an overnight trip. 
While the injury was healing, Drinian got into a neurotic ‘licking’ cycle and tore off every 
bandage we put on it, delaying his recovery. I tried numerous ways to get the bandages to 
stay put, but my sneaky big guy always managed to remove them. Finally, I just kept him 
closer to me throughout my day and nudged him gently with my fingertips  when he began 
licking his paw or tried to remove the bandages. It snapped him out of the behavior so that 
he learned to sit quietly without messing with his cut, and finally it healed. No words were 
exchanged, I used no crazy ‘shame’ collars, there was no yelling, just a fingertip nudge is all 
it took, and he seemed to understand I wanted him to heal the wound and leave it alone.  

     You may find that a tap works wonders. Perhaps in the vet’s office if your dog gets too 
excited about other canine (or feline!) visitors, a light tap on the shoulder will break your 
dog’s over-focused concentration on other animals. Or if your dog is licking too much, or 
tearing up toys or other objects, these are all good times to tap your dog to break the 
behavior cycle. 

     Remember, an omega dog is a relaxed dog. Strive for that by being the best alpha leader 
you can be without going overboard and being hysterical. Show through gentle action how 
you want your dog to behave! 

  



     Thank you for checking out this preview of The Wolf Pack Guide to Dog Training! 

 

The entire book is available FREE…just send an email with an email address to send the pdf 

version of the entire book to: AuthorCatSpydell@gmail.com 

     You will receive a pdf of the entire The Wolf Pack Guide to Dog Training absolutely 

free! No gimmicks, no continued emails back to you, no selling or sharing of your email 

address, I just want to offer this book to you for free, and because of the way publishing 

works nowadays, it is difficult to find a completely FREE platform in which to offer it! 

Eventually The Wolf Pack Guide to Dog Training will be available in print and you will 

soon be able to read it directly from my blog, but if you request it via email, then you can 

download the pdf directly onto your phone or tablet and have it available as needed!  

It’s safe, free, and easy! Just send your email to AuthorCatSpydell@gmail.com with the 

subject line: Send me the dog book! 

 

                                   Thank you for checking out my FREE preview!   

If you have specific questions about animal communications, dog training, or any animal-

related issues, feel free to ask via one of my many Facebook pages or ask via email: 

https://www.facebook.com/TheWolfPackGuideToDogTraining 

https://www.facebook.com/radthepeacock 

https://www.facebook.com/pixiedust.ranch 

https://www.facebook.com/catspydellcommunicator 

AuthorCatSpydell@gmail.com 

 

 

mailto:AuthorCatSpydell@gmail.com
mailto:AuthorCatSpydell@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/TheWolfPackGuideToDogTraining
https://www.facebook.com/radthepeacock
https://www.facebook.com/pixiedust.ranch
https://www.facebook.com/catspydellcommunicator


 
 

 

MEET THE AUTHOR 

 

Cat Spydell with Drinian the Big White Dog 
#drinianthebigwhitedog 

Cat Spydell is an animal communicator, author of two published novels, and a community 
activist who lives on the Palos Verdes Peninsula outside of Los Angeles, CA. Her books, The 
Fairies of Feyllan and The Time Traveler’s Apprentice at Hollywood High are available on 
Amazon. Cat has years of experience as an animal rescuer and dog trainer. She is often 
shadowed by a giant white polar bear of a dog named Drinian, a Colorado Mountain dog. 
Cat is the owner of the private animal rescue Pixie Dust Ranch, and she is Rad the Peacock’s 
handler. Cat takes Rad (in the ranch school bus RV called ‘Moonshine the Bus’) to his public 
appearances at libraries, schools, Boys and Girls Clubs, and to other specialty events where 
an adult male peacock’s presence is needed. Cat has fine-tuned the art of animal behavior 
rehabilitation to a format that she shares via lectures and workshops called ‘Transcendent 
Animal Relationships.’   

To find out more, search these hashtags:  

#radthepeacock #pixiedustranch  #moonshinethebus #Drinianthebigwhitedog  



 
 

OTHER BOOKS  
By Cat Spydell 

 

The Fairies of Feyllan 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Fairies-Feyllan-Cat-Spydell/dp/1938208137 

 

The Time Traveler's Apprentice at Hollywood High 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Time-Travelers-Apprentice-Hollywood-High/dp/0982886578/ 

Available at Amazon.com or order at your favorite bookstore! 

Stay tuned for more Wolf Pack Guide Books, coming soon!  

https://www.amazon.com/Fairies-Feyllan-Cat-Spydell/dp/1938208137
https://www.amazon.com/Time-Travelers-Apprentice-Hollywood-High/dp/0982886578/
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